
My own thoughts of escapism inspired this collection. 

Looking at how we could escape from the monotonous 

reality we all find ourselves living. Instead existing in a 

‘utopia’ where we can be careless and free. I took 

inspiration from nature and childhood to reflect 

playfulness and portray a paradise that we all 

sometimes wish we were living in, escaping from societal 

expectations. Influences and research from surrealist expectations. Influences and research from surrealist 

shapes and the perception between reality and fantasy, 

has enabled me to develop organic and curved 

silhouettes that balance volume, layering and 

texture. 

 I want my collection to be a reflection of 

happiness and fun, a reminder of the adventure that happiness and fun, a reminder of the adventure that 

we all have with in us. 
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Nylon Ripstop

Dried Oilskin

Waterproof Cordura

Bamboo Jersey

Cotton Organdie

waterproof Canvas

Powermesh

Upcycled Tipi

Upcycling old tipi



Print Development taking a 

painting I have

 done of a rose and 

manipulating it to create 

a series of prints.

































Arm hole

 cirumference 

is 74cm 

24cm

87cm

FRONT

 BAC
K

7cm

Longest length

 of dress 

is 160cm

Neck circumference

 is 65cm

43cm

8cm



Circumference 

is 90cm

Sleeve hem cirumference

is 82cm
65cm

Length from

 under arm

 to longest part

is 85cm

Neck hole non stretch is 36cm

Curved front 

cut out 

is 40cm



Hood height 42cm

72cm

84cm

Short pocket

 length

 is 50cm

Long pocket

 length is 

74cm

82cm

5cm

89cm

Circle cut out

 relaxed is 101cm

Circle cut out

 pulled in is 33cm

36CM

FRONT

 BACK



Full length

 is 112cm
72cm

68cm

16cm

Front neck

 is 27cmArm hole 

cirumference

 is 42cm

Hem circumference

 is 82cm

5cm

Back neck

 is 39cm

Full length of 

dress is 80cm

Paracord length

 is 73cm



33cm

Circle cirumference with 

drawstring pulled is 50cm

Circle cirumference 

without drawstring 

pulled is 101cm

From top of split to 

bottom of 

the hem is 64cm

16cm

45CM

40cm

Circumference 

of arm hole is 48cm
L
en

gt
h 

of
 s
le
ev

e 
is
 5

8
cm

FRONT

 BACK



Hem circumference is 102cm

Circumference of 

cut out is 28cm 

Length of back 

piece from back 

neck to end of 

tie is 106cm

Length from 

crotch of

 trousers to 

top of tab is 

94cm 






